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All rings in this discussion are commutative with unity, and all modules 
are unital. The purpose of this paper is to study the structure of those rings 
whose modules satisfy the conclusion of a classical theorem well known to 
every beginning student of algebra, namely: Every finitely generated module 
over a principal ideal domain is a direct sum of cyclic submodules. Let us 
canonize this theorem with the following terminology: A ring is said to be an 
FGC-ring (or to have FGC) if every finitely generated module over the 
ring is a direct sum of cyclic submodules. What can be said about such 
rings ? In particular, how far are they from being principal ideal rings ? 
As a point of departure, we review the known results on FGC-rings. (The 
reader is referred to Section 1 for the relevant definitions.) A major step 
beyond the classical theorem was taken by Kaplansky, who proved in [l] 
and [2] that a local domain has FGC if and only if it is an almost maximal 
valuation ring. Subsequently, Matlis [3] generalized this theorem by showing 
that an h-local domain has FGC if and only if it is Bezout and every local- 
ization is almost maximal. An example of such a ring, neither a local ring 
nor a principal ideal ring, was provided by Osofsky [4]. Recently Gill [5] 
and Lafon [6] completely disposed of the local problem by generalizing 
Kaplansky’s theorem to arbitrary local rings. In another direction, Pierce [7] 
has characterized the von Neumann regular FGC-rings as finite direct 
products of fields. 
It is interesting to observe (see Section 1 for details) that all known examples 
of FGC-rings satisfy a module-theoretic version of another classical theorem, 
namely the elementary divisor theorem for matrices over a principal ideal 
domain. To be precise, we define a canonical form for an R-module ilP to be 
a decomposition ME R/I, @ ... @ R/In , where I1 _C I, C ... _C I, f R. 
A ring R is then called a CF-ring (or said to have CF) if every direct sum of 
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frniteiy many cyclic R-modules has a canonical form. In Section 3 we obtain 
a complete structure theorem for CF-rings. Thev are precisely the finite 
direct products of arithmetical rings of the following three types: (1) local 
rings; (2) /z-local domains; and (3) rings R with a unique minimal prime P 
such that R/P is an A-local domain, P” = 0 and every ideal of R contained 
in P is comparable with every ideai of R. Let us call a ring which has both 
FGC and CF an FGCF-ring. We prove in Section 4 that the FGCF-rkgs 
are precisely the finite direct products of Bezout, loca!ly almost maximal rings 
of the three types above. Examples are given to show that no cne type is a 
special case of another. In particular, the rings of the third type expand the 
list of known FGC-rings. 
The oroblem of classifying FGC-rings in the absence of canomcal forms 
appears ttj be less tractable, although we know of no example of an. FGC-ri:zg 
that does not have CF. The theorems just discussed lend credence to the 
following conjecture: (i) Every FGC-ring is a finite direct product of FGC- 
rings, each of which has a unique minimal prime. This conjecture has two 
equivalent formulations (details in Section 2)? namely: (ii) Every FGC-ring 
has only finitely many minimal primes, and (iii) Every FGC-ring has 
noetherian maximal ideal spectrum. By extending a construction due to 
Pierce [7], we prove in Section 5 that every compact subset of the minimal 
prime spectrum is finite; and in Section 6 we verify conjec;ure (i) for rings 
with fewer than 2’ prime ideals. An interesting consequence of this last 
result is that every countable FGC-ring is a principal ideal ring. 
We would iille to express our thanks to &lax Larsen, Jim Lewis and 
Syivia ‘ii’iegand for many helpful conversations about Bezout rings. Also, 
we are very gratefui to Barbara Osofskp for her permission to include sererai 
of her examples in Section 4 of this paper. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper the term “valuation ring” wiil refer to a ring, 
possibly with zero-divisors, whose ideal lattice is totally ordered. A valuation 
ring R is maximal provided, for every system of congruences .2* = x,(mod A), 
where the x3: E R and the A, are ideals of R, pairwise solvability implies 
solvability, A valuation ring R is almost maximal provided R/f is maximal 
for every nonzero ideal I of R. An arithmetical ring is one all of whose 
localizations (at maximal ideals) are valuation rings. Thus the arithmetical 
domains are just the Priifer domains. A% ring is Bexou; if every finitely 
generated ideal is principal. It is easy to see that Bezout rings are arithmetical. 
A domain R said to be h-semilocal [S] provided R/I is semilocal for every 
nonzero ideal I, and h-local if, in addition, R/P is a local ring for e:rery 
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nonzero prime ideal P. (Here local and semilocal rings are not assumed to 
be noetherian.) 
If A and B are ideals of R, the symbol (A : B) denotes the ideal 
{Y E R / Br _C A}. The ring of fractions of R with denominators from the 
multiplicative set S will be written as SVR. As usual, if S is the complement 
of the prime ideal P, we write Rp instead of SIR. The proof of the following 
proposition is left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. (i) Let I be an ideal of R and S a multiplicative subset 
of R. If R has FGC (respectively, CF), then R/I and SIR have FGC 
(respective@, CF). (ii) A finite direct product of rings has FGC (respectively, CF) 
af and only if each factor has FGC (respectively, CF). 
Combining 1.1 with Gill’s characterization of the local FGC-rings [5], 
we have the following necessary condition for FGC. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Every localization of an FCC-ring is an almost maximal 
valuation ring. 
Another necessary condition for a ring to have FGC is that it be Bezout. 
This follows, for instance, from Theorem 3.8 of [9]. However, a direct proof 
is easy. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. In an arithmetical ring, every ideal that is aJinite direct 
sum of princzpal ideals is itself principal. In particular, every FGC-ring is 
Bezout. 
Proof. By induction, it suffices to show that every ideal A = Rb @ Rc 
of an arithmetical ring R is principal. Simply observe that b + c generates 
A locally, and, hence, globally. 
The following simple theorem will provide the foundation for most of 
our work on CF-rings. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let A and B be ideals of R zuhose intersection is 0. The 
following conditions are equivalent: (1) R/A @ RIB g R @ R/(A + B). 
(2) R/A @ R/B has a nonxero free summand. (3) (0 : A) + (0 : B) = R. 
Proof. Trivially, (I) implies (2). Assume (2) is satisfied, and let 
w R/A @ RIB + R be a surjective R-homomorphism. Choose x, y E R 
suchthatP(X+A,y+B)=l,andseta!=rr(x+d,O),p=n(O,y+B). 
Then 01 E (0 : ,4), p E (0 : B), and 01 + p = 1. Thus (3) is satisfied. Finally, 
we show that (3) implies (1). Select 01 E (0 : A) and /3 E (0 : B) such that 
a+/3 = 1. Define 
&R@R+R@R/(A+B) by +(x,y) =(ax+&-x+y+A+B). 
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One checks that for arbitrary u, 3 E R, 
$(u - $8, u + %’ - p7.g = (u, 7! + 3 7 B), 
whence 4 is onto, It will suffice to show that ker$ = 3 6 B. Clearly 
,La 83 B _C ker 4. For the reverse inclusion, let (N, y) E ker 4. Then IX = -pyq 
and --x 7 -I* = a f b for some a E A, b E 8. Therefore I = zx + fix = 
-13~5 + fix = -,8a - fib = -pa E -4. Similarly, y E B> so (x7 y) E -g 13 B. 
Q.E.3. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let -4 and B be ideals of R. Tk fol~o!owzhg coaditions 
are equivalent: (1) RI-4 @ R/B gg R!(_4 n 3) @ R/j_4 + B). (2) R/A e:i RR’B 
km a canonical form. (3) (-g I? B : 4) + (A n B : B) = R. 
COROTLARP 1.6. The ring R has CF if and oni;* f 
(A n B : A) + (A r, B : B) = R 
for each pair of ideals 9,B of R. 
Prooj. Necessity of the latter condition follows from (1Sj. Conversely, 
let M = R/d1 0 ... 8 R/Ani . If m = 2, th en Jr has a canonical form bv 
(1.5), Inductively, assume ~2 > 2 and set IV = R/d, 0 .,. @ R/L4,,l _ 
Write 1%’ N R/B, @ ... 0 R/Bn in canonical form. Applying (1.5) to .the 
pair d, , Bi I we have that 
M G R/(-3, n B,) @J P, where P = R,‘(& + B,) I@ ... 82 R;‘B,, . 
Finally, write P E R/C, 8 ... @ R/C, in canonical form. (This is possibie: 
because n < vz - 1 by Lemma 9.2 of [l].) Now 
3, = (0 : -47) = 9, n ... n Am , SO A, n 3, = (0 : J) C (0 : Pj = Cl ‘ 
Thus Ri(-~-l 1~ 3,) ~~1 R!C, 0 ... 0 RIG, is a canonical form for 114. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Eaery h-local Priifer domain has CF. 
PTO@-. Let rI and B be arbitrary ideals of the h-local Priifer domain I?. 
By- (1.6), it will suffice to show that (Jl IT B : 9) + (A n B : Bj = R. If 
_;P 17 B = 0 then a = 0 or B = 0 and we are done. Otherwise note that 
R = Rjjd n B) is a finite direct product of local (hence valuation) rings 
by Matlis [3, pp. 148-1491. A valuation ring is clearly a Cd;-ring, so R has 
5%. Applying (1.6j to R and lifting back to R, we get 
(A n B : A) + (A n B : B) + (2 ~1 B) = R, 
and the desired identity follows easiiy. 
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We shall see later that a CR-ring hasPGC if (and only if) it is Bezout and 
locally almost maximal. For the moment, we content ourselves with proving 
this for h-local domains. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. An h-local domain R has FGC ty (and only if) R is 
Bexout and R, is an almost maximal valuation ring for eaery maximal ideal AL. 
Proof. Let M be a finitely generated R-module with torsion submodule 
T. Then M/T is free, being a finitely generated torsion free module over a 
Bezout domain [2, Th. 11. Thus M = T @ (M/T), and it follows from 
[3, Th. 5.71 that T is a direct sum of cyclics. 
The following rather technical result will be needed in Section 4. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. The ring R has FGCF if and onb if every jinitely 
generated R-module L!f has a cyclic summand whose annihilator is equal to 
(0 : Al). 
Proof. One way is obvious. For the converse, suppose R satisfies the 
latter condition, and let M be an R-module generated by n elements. If M 
does not have a canonical form, then repeated use of the hypotheses on R 
yields a summand N of M with a canonical form having n + 1 summands. 
But then, by Lemma 9.2 of [I], N requires II + 1 generators, an obvious 
contradiction. 
It was shown in [9] that a ring R is Bezout if and only if every diagonal 
matrix over R is equivalent to a diagonal matrix whose terms down the main 
diagonal divide their successors. The module-theoretic analogue of this 
condition is that every module of the form RId,R @ ... @ R/d,R, di E R, 
should have a canonical form. As might be expected, the latter condition is 
strictly weaker than the former. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. The following conditions or1 a ring R are equivalent: 
(1) RIaR @ RjbR has a canonical ,fonn for all a, b E R. (2) Every finitely 
presented direct sum of cyclics has a canonical form. (3) R is arithmetical. In 
particular, every CF-ring is arithmetical (but not necessarily Bexout: witness 
the Dedekind domains). 
Proof. (2) implies (1) obviously, and (1) implies (3) easily from (1.5). To 
see that (3) implies (2), let AT = R/A, @ ... @R/A,, where each di is 
a finitely generated ideal of R. To show that M has a canonical form, we use 
induction on n. If n = 1, there is no problem. Suppose n = 2. Since 
annihilators of finitely generated modules localize properly, we have 
(Ji n 14, : Si) + (--Jr n & : &) = R. Thus M has a canonical form by 
(1.5). The rest of the proof proceeds exactly as the proof of (1.6). 
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The nest corollary is a rather curious ideal-theoretic application of (1~ 10). 
It generalizes the fact f9] that the intersection of two principal ideals in a 
Bezout ring is principal. 
COROLLARY 1.11. Let B and B befinite@ generated ideal’s of the a&hmetkal 
Gzg R. Thex -4 n B is finitely generated. 
Proof. By (1.5) and (l.lO), R/(-q n B) is a direct summand of 
R/A @ R/B, and hence is finitely presented. 
If R is semihereditary, (1.11) is well known, and is proved via the split 
exact sequence 
As Kaplansky pointed out in [l, p. 4791, the canonical form of a module 
(if it has one) is unique. The preceding results provide a straightforward 
method for computing the canonical form from a given representation as a 
direct sum of cyclics. 
PROPOSITION 1.12. Suppose R has CF, and let 1f = R/-q1 E’I ‘. 3 R/,i,i . 
Then Afz R/B, @ ..~ @ R/Bn, where Bk = ZF (fiiGF SJ, F ~aqing ooer 
all (31 - k + I)-element subsets of (l,..., n}. 
The straightforward proof by induction is ieft to the reader. The kel- to 
the inductive step is the fact that the ideal lattice of an arithmetical ring 
(hence, of a CF-ring) is distributive [lo]. (The decomposition of .‘ii’ is, of 
course, canonical once the trivial summands are discarded.j 
2. THE PRIME SPECTR'JM 
The main objective in this section is to develop some of the spectral 
machinery that we will need later in our analysis of FG’C- and CF-rings. 
Let spec(R) denote the prime ideal spectrum of the ring R, endowed with 
the Zariski (or hull-kernel) topology; that is, the closed sets of spec(R) are 
of the form E’(1) = {p E spec(R) ( I _C p> f or arbitrary subsets I of R. Deaotc 
the complement of V(l) by D(I). We let minspec(R) and m-spec(R) denote, 
respectively, the subspaces of spec(R) consisting of al! minimal primes and 
maximal ideals of R. In general, we adopt the notation min(Ii) for the set of 
minimal eiements of subset E; C spec(R). Also,j-spec(Rj denotes the subspace 
of spec(R) consisting of j-primes, that is, primes that are intersections of 
maximal ideals. Call the ring R a “tree ring ” if for each maximal ideal 3:” of 
R the set of primes of R contained in 31 is linearii; ordered by inclusion. 
Thus ever!- arithmetical ring is a tree ring. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Every tree ring with only jkitely many minimal primes 
is a jkite direct product of rings each of which h@ ,a unique minimal prime 
(hence is indecomposable). 
Proof. Let N be the nilradical of R and let Pl ,..., P, be the minimal 
prime ideals of R. Then the Pi are pairwise comaximal, so R/N = R is the 
direct product RIP, x .‘. x R/Pn , by the Chinese remainder theorem. 
Thus there exist mutually orthogonal idempotents .?r ,..., e, with ?i E R/Pi 
such that e; + ... + e;, = 7. Lift them to mutually orthogonal idempotents 
e, ,..., e, E R. (See, for example, p. 73 of [I I].) Since 1 - (er + ... + e,) is 
an idempotent in N, it must be zero. Thus R = e,R @ ... @ e,R and the 
primes of e,R correspond in an order-preserving manner to the primes of R 
containing Pi . Hence each e,R has a unique minimal prime. 
Recall that a space is noetherian if it has the ascending chain condition 
on open sets. The next proposition (which is Lemma 2.2 of [12]) and the 
one just proved establish the equivalence of conjectures (i), (ii) and (iii) 
discussed in the introduction of this paper. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a tree ring. Then m-spec(R) is noetherian ;f 
and or@ if min V(I) is$nite for eaery ideal1 of R (that is, every ideal of R has 
only jinitely “any minimal prime divisors). 
Proof. Suppose that m-spec(R) is noetherian. Choose, for each minimal 
prime P of R aj-prime P’ minimal over P. (This is possible by Zorn’s lemma.) 
We claim that P’ is in fact a minimal j-prime. For suppose Qr is a j-prime 
properly contained in P’. Then Qr contains a minimal prime Q, . Since R 
is a tree ring, it follows that Q2 = P, contradicting the minimality of P’. 
Thus we have a map P + P’ from minspec(R) to min(j-spec(R)). Since this 
map is one-to-one and min(j-spec(R)) is finite [13], minspec(R) is finite. 
Now for each ideal I, R/I is a tree ring and its maximal ideal spectrum is 
homeomorphic to the noetherian space V(I). By what we have just shown, 
min T’(I) is finite. 
Conversely, suppose that min V(f) is finite for every ideal I of R. Then 
by Corollary 1.4 of [13] min[ V(I) n j-spec(R)] is finite, for every ideal I; It 
follows from [14] that m-spec(R) is noetherian. 
Noetherianness of the maximal spectrum turns out to be useful in another 
context; namely, it provides us with the following useful criterion for a tree 
domain to be h-semilocal. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R be a tree domaijz. Then R is h-semilocal ;f and 
onlJ1 if nr-spec(R) is noetheriafz and every nonxero prime of R is contained in 
o&y J;nite/y many maximal ideals of R. 
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ProoJ. It is obvious that every h-semilocal domain s&&es the iatter two 
conditions. Conversely, suppose R satisfies the two conditions and let x E RI 
x + 0. Then min V(xR) is finite by (2.2). B ut any maximal ideal containing 
x contains an element of min V(xR), so x is contained in only fin;te!y many 
maximals by the condition on primes. 
Perhzps at this point a few words about FCC-rings are in order. We :viil 
eventltahy show that every compact subset of minspec(R) is finite if R has 
FCC. However, if minspec(R) is itself compact, this 2an be deduced directly 
from available results in the literature. 
~RCPOSITION 2.4. Ij R has FGC and minspec(R) is mmpact, their 
minspec(R) is $linite. 
Proof. We may assume that R is semiprime. Quentel has shown that the 
following conditions on a semiprime ring R are equivalent (Proposition 9 of 
1151): (i) Q(R), the classical quotient ring of R, is van Neumann reguiar; 
(ii) minspec(R) is compact, and every finitely generated faithful ideai of R 
contains a nonzero-divisor. But in our case, condition (ii) Is satisfied. since 
R is Bezout by (1.3). Also Q(R) has FGC by (1.1). By Pierce’s Theorem 21.7 
of 171, minspec[Q(R)] = spec[Q(R)] is finite. Since minspec(R) and 
minspec[Q(R)] are homeomorphic, minspec(R) is finlte. 
Prooj. By a theorem of Endo [16], Q(R) is regular, and it follows that 
minspec(R) is compact and hence finite. Thus R = RI x ’ ’ . ;.; &j n ) where 
each Xi has a unique minimal prime, by (2.1). But R is semiprime, so each 
Rj is a domain. 
The foollowing simple observation wili be used in the spectral analysis of 
CF-rkgs. Here bars denote closures in the Zariski topology. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let R be a semiprime rltzg, I a~ ideal o,J R ad 
p E spec(R). Then p E D(I)- if and only if (0 : I) LpS 
PYOOf. If i- ~(0 :I) -p, thenD(r*) n D(I) = II = D(0) = C. hence 
D(r) is a neighborhood of p which avoids D(I)> so p $ D(P)-. Conversely, if 
p $ D(l)-, then there exists r E R such that p E ip(~j and D(r) r! D(I) = LZ r 
since the sets D(r) form a basis for the Zariski topology. Therefore r 6 p and 
r1 is contained in the intersection of all primes, which is 0, so r E (0 : I). 
3. THE STRUCTURE OF CF--RINGS 
In this section we will give a structure theorem for CF-ricgs. The first srep 
is to show that every CF-domain zoith noetheriaan nzaximal spectvu?r~ is an 
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Ix-local domain. Since it will be shown later that eaq~ CF-ring has noetherian 
maximal spectrum, this restriction is temporary. In what follows, j(R) 
denotes the Jacobson radical of the ring R. 
LEWIM~ 3.1. If R is an arithmetical ring and P a prime ideal of R contained 
in J(R), then P is comparable to every ideal of R. 
Proof. Let I be an ideal of R such that I g P, and select x E I - P. It 
suffices to show that P _C sR. Let A? be any maximal ideal of R. Since x $ P 
and P _C Al it follows that x/l $ P.,N . But then Pujl C xR”jL since R.,l is a 
valuation ring. Thus P C xR locally, and hence globally. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let P be a prime ideal of a Priifer domain R, afzd suppose 
P c J(R). Then P = Pefl for every maximal ideal ~52’ of R. 
Proof. Let s E P, s E R - A’. We have to show X/S E P. By (3.1), we have 
P _C sR, so x/s E R. Since s . x/s E P and s # P, it follows that x/s E P. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If R is a CF-domain, then every nonzero prime of R is 
contained in a unique maximal ideal. 
Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose that P is a nonzero prime of R 
contained in the distinct maximal ideals ~22 and JV of R. By (1.1) we may 
replace R by its ring of fractions with respect to the set R - (A u A’-), to 
obtain a counteresample with exactly two maximal ideals. So without loss 
of generality A? and A’” are the only maximal ideals of R. Select elements 
?Tl E Al - uv-, n E JV - Al and u E P, u # 0. Set x = umn, A = xR~~~, 
B = xRrl,, , so that d n B = xR. By (3.2), A _C P and B _C P. In particular, 
d and B are ideals of R. We claim that (xR : -4) _C A’ n JV. To see this, let 
y E (xR : A). Then y(x,Gz) E xR, and it follows that y E nR S 4’. Now if 
y $ A, we have X/+V = y(x/ya) ~y-4 _C .rR, so y is a unit, contradicting 
y E A’. Thus (A n B : A) CA n N, and by symmetry (A n B : B) c 
&?’ n N, contradicting (1.6). 
COROLLARY 3.4. d semiprime CF-ring with noetherian maximal spectrum 
is a finite direct product of Jl-local domains. 
Proof. Let R be the ring in question. Since R is arithmetical, and hence 
a tree ring, (2.2) guarantees that R has only finitely many minimal primes. 
By (2.1) R is a finite direct product of CF-domains with noetherian maximal 
spectrum. An appeal to (2.3) and (3.3) completes the proof. 
The next step is to remove the restriction on the maximal spectrum in 
(3.4). To this end, we need the following fact. 
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PRBPGSITION 3.5. Let R be a CF-Gag. TizerL a~~1 tmo Ldk,+7i open sets i9t _ 
spec(R) haae disjoint closures. 
Proofs By factoring out the nilradical, we may assume that R Is semiprime. 
Let -4 and B be ideals of R for which the open sets D(9) and G(B) are 
disjoint. The3 D(d n B) = D(A) r? D(B) = 8~ I so -4 n 3 is conTained 
in the intersection of all primes, which is 0. But then (0 : A) + (rS : Bj = R 
by (I.6). If ;b E D(d)- I? D(B)-, then (0 : A) f (0 : B) C p by (2.6). This is 
impossible, se the intersection is empty, as required. 
Fkxj. Let R be a semiprime CF-ring. By (2.2) and (3.4), we need&y 
show that min[L’(I)] is finite, for every ideal I of R. By passing to R/:/P, we 
see that it will suffice to show that R itself has only finitelv many minima! 
primes. 
v passing to the classical quotient ring, we may essume every nonzero- 
divisor Of R is a unit. This forces R to be van Neumann reg&r, Fo:-, iet 
.x E R and set =1 = (0 : x). Then =1 n Rx = 0 since R is semiprime, and 
it follows from (1.6) that -4 @ (0 : -4) = R. Thus -4 = Re for some 
idempotent e. New Re & Rx = Ry, where 1’ = e + s - 2x, and (0 : y) = 
(0 : e) (9 (0 : x) = 0. Thus y is a um,, ‘+ and RRX is a direc: sirmmand of A, as 
desired. 
Suppose, now, that X = spec(R) is infinite. Since S is a Boolean space; 
it is well-known (and, in fact, it follows from the somewhat deeper Lemma 
21.5 of [7]) that there is a closed subset I’C X ar,d two disjoint, relatively 
open subsets L:, t7 of k’ such that c! n i” + O. (This amounts to the 
assertion that every infinite Boolean algebra has a homcmorphic image 
that is not complete.) Write Y = r’(I) for some ideai I, Then spec(R ‘1) a I-, 
and we see from (3.5) that RiI is not a CF-ring. Hence R cannot have CF, 
bzc (1.1) 
Before we can prove a complete structure theorem for CF-rings, we need 
an effective way of handling the nilpotents, particularly in the case of a 
unique mkimal prime. The following item is a crucial tooi in the anaiysis: 
Emnua 3.7. L,ef R be a CF-ring with unique rni~~imziprin:e P. <f (0 : x) = P 
fw SQ:ne x E I’, then R is local (and hence a valuation I-kg). 
Proof. Suppose not. 9s in the proof of (3.3), we nay assume R has 
exactly two maximal ideals. We claim first of all that P is precisely the set 
of zero-divisors of R (that is, R is a primary ring). To see this, 1~ 
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1’ $ P and suppose ry = 0. Since XR is a free R/P-module of rank 1 
and (0 : xR n yR) $ P, it follows that XR n yR = 0. Since R has CF, we 
haveR=(O:x)+(O:y)~P+(O:y).Butthen(O:y)=R,andy=O, 
as desired. 
This shows that the natural map 4: P - Pp is one-to-one. It is, in fact, 
an isomorphism. To see this, let r E R - P; then PC rR by (3.1), and it 
follows that P = rP, as desired. Now set C = $-~[(xR)~], and let K be the 
quotient field of S = R/P. Since (xR), E K via ~11 -+ 1, there is an 
isomorphism #: C + K taking x to 1. 
Let rl = #-l(Sefl) and B = #-l(Sd,?), where ,&? and JV are the two 
maximal ideals of S. Applying (1.6) to the ideals d and B and translating 
the results to the S-module K (via the isomorphism #), we obtain that 
(S : S”/[) f (S : S”+-) = S. Write 1 = a + b, where a E (S : S-#) and 
b E (5’ : SJrr), and choose s E & - M. Then l/s = a/s + b/s E u/s + S. 
It follows that 1 - a E sS C A, so that a # &. But then l/a = a( l/a’) E S, 
and a is a unit. Therefore, S = SUfl , a local ring. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let R be a CF-ring with zmique minimul prime P, and 
assume R is not a suluution ring. Then P2 = 0. 
Aoof. If P2 + 0, choose x E P such that Px + 0. Then by (3.1), 
(0 : X) C P, so there is an R-module surjection 4: xR -+ R/P taking .W to 
r + P. Then (ker 4 : x) = P, that is, the annihilator of x + ker 4 in R/ker 4 
is exactly Piker+. By (3.7), R/ker$ is local. Therefore R, being a local 
CF-ring, is a valuation ring, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let R be a CF-ring zuith unique minimal prime P. Then 
every ideul of R contained in P is compuruble to eaery ideal of R. 
Proof. Every ideal of R is comparable to P, by (3.1). Thus we need only 
show that any two ideals I and J, both contained in P, are comparable. 
Suppose I and J are not comparable. By passing to R/In J, we may as well 
assume I n J = 0. 
Since R is not a valuation ring, we have, for each x E P, that (0 : x) 1 P, 
by (3.7) and (3.8). Thus P is a torsion R/P-module. But R/P is an h-local 
domain, by (3.6). Therefore P = 0 C PUfl, where J&? ranges over the 
maximal ideals of R/P, by [8, Corollary 8.61. We claim this decomposition 
has just one nontrivial summand. For otherwise we have P = A @B, 
where d and B are nonzero ideals. Since R has CF, we have 
(0 : -4) + (0 : B) = R, and it follows that neither annihilator is contained 
in P. Choose y E [(0 : A) n (0 : B)] - P. Then by (3.1) P = yR n P = 
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y-F = 0, a contradiction. Thus we have shown that P z P;,[ for some 
maximal ideal AY = AT/P of R/P. But then P g P, zs R-modules. 
Finaily, select nonzero elements x E I and 3’ c j. Then A nyR = 0, 
so (0 : x) + (0 : y) = R. But (0 : x) + (0 I 4’; L M since P s P, j tk 
desired contradiction. 
1Ye are now in a position to prove the main strucmre theorem for CF-rings. 
THEOREM 3.10. Every CF-ring is a $nite dkect product oj i~de~~t~~posab~e 
CF-rings. The zkdeconzposable CF-rings are precise(y the rings R such that (i) 
R is arithmetical, (ii) R has a unique mininzai prime P, (iii) R/P is an h-local 
domk mid (iv) eaery ideal contained in P is comparable with every ideal $ R. 
Proof" A CF-ring has finite minimal prime spectrum by (3.6). Since 
C-F-rings are tree rings, it follows from (2.1) that every CF-ring is a finite 
direct product of CF-rings, each of which has a unique minimal prime 
(and hence is indecomposable). Necessity of the conditions (i)-(iv) fdloxs 
from (I.lO), the remarks above: (3.6), and (3.9). respectively. 
Comersely, let R be anp ring satisfying conditions (i)-(iv). By (ii)? R is 
indecomposable; we will use (1.6) to prove that R bas CF. Let d and B be 
arbitrary ideals of R. If A C B or B C A, there is no problem. The cnl~; 
other possibility, by (iv), is that both A and B contain P (properly). But R/F 
has 0’ by (i), (iii), and (1.7); hence, (A n B : 2) + (-G fl B : B’; 4 1 = R. 
Since P is superfluous, (-4 n B : A) + (‘4 n B : B) = R. 
We have seen that valuation rings and arithmetical h-lccai domains are 
W-rings. As it stands, Theorem (3.10) would not seem to be as “tight” a 
characrerization of CF-rings as might be desired. But we have gieaned 
considerable information along the wa!; about the remaining indecomposabie 
CF-rings and it seems appropriate to summarize the inf.ormation contained 
in the proofs of (3.8) and (3.9) in a single statement. Until someone thinks of 
a suitable adjective, we will call an indecompcsable CF-ring that is neither a 
valuation ring nor an h-local domain a “ ?-ring”. 
THEOREK 3.11. Every ?- ring R has fhe foilowing properties (in addition io 
(i)-(iv) otj3.IO)): (v) P f P’ = 0; (vi) R has at least two mak~al idea&; 
(vii) P is at3 izdecomposable, torsion, divisible R/P-modgzlle; (viii) P = 1~ 
fur n m&p= nmsinzal ideal ~8; (ix) Put. = 0 f or ez’eyu nzaxind ideai M f ~$7. 
Coizwrse(\~, eaery ring satisfving (i)-(vi) is a ?-rilzg~ 
Perhaps it is worthwhile to state Theorem 3,lO in a logically equivalent, 
but more “structure-theoretic” form. 
THEOREM 3.12. ,4l ring R has CF if and on& $ it is a finite direct prodzct 
oj vnluation rings, h-local A-iifer domains, and ?-rixgs. 
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EXAMPLE 3.13. One can obtain ?-rings as follows: Let A be any h-local 
Ptifer domain (for instance, a Dedekind domain) with more than one 
maximal ideal, and let K be the quotient field of A. Let J&! be any maximal 
ideal of A and set P = K/B.,ff . Make the abelian group R = 4 @ P into 
a ring by setting (a, p)(u’, p’) = ( an’, ap’ + a’~). Then the divisibility of P 
shows that every principal ideal of R not contained in P must itself contain 
P. Moreover, every A-submodule of P is actually an d,Y-submodule, by 
[S, Corollary 8.61, and it follows that the ideals of R contained in P are 
totally ordered by inclusion. Thus properties (i)-(vi) of (3.11) are easily 
verified. 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF FGCF-RINGS 
In this section we characterize the FGCF-rings as those CF-rings that are 
Bezout and locally almost maximal. 4 direct proof of this fact would appear 
to be difficult. Theorem 3.12, however, reduces the task to consideration 
of the three types of indecomposable CF-rings. The first two types have 
already been dealt with, and the third type will be handled by techniques 
similar to those in [5]. We also supply examples of FGCF-rings which show 
that all three types can occur. The examples which come out of (4.3) are due 
to Barbara Osofsky and are presented here with her kind permission. The 
example of (4.5) was found independently by Osofsky and the authors. It 
exhibits a new type of FGC-ring which has, to our knowledge, not been 
discussed in the literature. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a CF-ring. Then R has FGCF if and only if R is 
Bezout and RJfl is almost maximal f$ every maximal ideal Al. 
Proof. Necessity of the latter conditions has already been observed in 
(1.2) and (1.3). Conversely, let R be a Bezout CF-ring whose localizations 
are almost maximal. Then the same holds for every homomorphic image of 
R, and by (1.9) it will suffice to show that every finitely generated faithful 
R-module has a nontrivial free summand. By (3.10) we may assume R is 
indecomposable. If R is a valuation ring or an &local domain, then R has 
FGCF by Gill’s theorem [5] and (1.8). Hence we may assume that R is a 
?-ring with minimal prime P. 
Let A be a faithful R-module generated, say, by sr ,..., x, . Then 
(0 : Xl) n ... n (0 : x,) = 0, so (0 : Xi) C P for some i. It follows from (iv) 
of (3.10) that (0 : xj) = 0 for some j, and we may as well assume j = 1. 
Thus x~R is, at least, a nontrivial free submodule of A. 
Let A’ be the maximal ideal of R for which P G Puff (3.11). Then 
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(0 : x) CA! for every nonzero x E P. On the other hand, if .Y $ P, then 
(0 : x) c P c ..A!. Thus 0, h t e set of zero-divisors of R, is contained in A’. 
Since Q i.s a union of primes and the set of primes contained in A! is totaiiy 
ordered, 3 foiloivs that Q is itself a prime ideal. Note that R, is just the 
classical quotient ring of R. Moreover, R, is aimost maximai, being a 
localization of R.)[. Since R, is obviously not a domain, R, is in fact a 
maximal valuation ring, by [5, Proposition I]. Exactly as in Ml’s proof that 
(ii) implies (iii) in the main theorem of [5], it folioms that R, is the injective 
hull of R. 
Since R, is injective, the monomorphism f: .x,R + R, taking xl TV i 
extends to an R-homomorphismg: 4 + R, . Now (0 : g(A)) C (0 : f(s,)) = 
(3 : x1) = 0. Also, since R is Bezout, g(A) is cyclic. and hence free of rack 
one. [If U, z’ E R and s, t E R - 0, note that Ii - -Rca/t) = R(d/s:j, 
where Rd = Rut + Ras.] Then A + g(A) splits, and ,i’, 1~;s Ehe reqr;ired 
free summand. 
COROLL.tRY 4.2. -4 ring R has FGCF iI alld on/~ ;f it is a jkite di/*ecf 
pr~dzcci qf (1) ahost mnxinzal oaluation rinp; (2) Bezouf, lordly ahm~ 
maximal, R-local domains; and (3) B ezout, l~cal./v almost masicxa/ ?-ril:gs. 
Examples of indecomposable FGC-rings, other than almost maximal 
valuation rmgs and principal ideal domains, zre a relatively recent deveiop- 
mens. In fact, Kaplansky [17. p. 801 conjectured that these were the or,ly 
FGC-domains. The first counteresample was provided by Osofskp [4]. She 
prodcced a domain, necessarily non-noetherian [4], w&h is the intersection 
of two independent masimal valuation rings. Suc?l a ring satisfies (2) of (4.2) 
and hence has FGCF. (It has been observed independent& in [18] that this 
ring has FGC.) Since the details of Osofsk$s constructior: have not appeared 
in the literature, we include them here. The reader is referred to Schilling’s 
book [19] for the notation and terminology occurring in The followiag 
theorem a:ld its proof. 
THEQREM 4.3. Let F be a jeld maximally complete with :-espect to the 
-valuation T-, and let D, Be the valuation ring of V. Suppose that the valze group 
r(F) is a dirtiisible group oj-finite rank, and that D, has an a!gebraica&; cksed 
subfield R ma$ping isomorphica& onto the residue j?eld F* qx D1 ~ Then there 
exist ma.&zaE valuation rings D, , n -3 2, each with quotie?zt $eid F and z)al~e 
group F(F), such that the rings D,,& , n > 1, are paLwise kdepndent. 
Proof. iye first claim that F is algebraicaliy closed. For let K be a finite 
algebraic extension of F. Then T’ has a prolongation to K, acd Theorem Ii 
of [19, p. 541 asserts that [r(Kj : T(F)][K* : F”] = [I-Z: F]~ Since T(-F;F! is 
a direct summand of r(K), T(K)/I’(F) is a finite ordered group, hence 
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trivial. On the other hand, [KY* : F*] is finite and hence equals 1 since F* 
is algebraically closed. Thus K = F, as desired. 
Assume D, ,..., D,-, have been constructed, let Pi be the minimal nonzero 
prime of Di , and choose a nonzero element .X E PI n ... n P,+, . Our 
hypotheses guarantee that neither x nor 1 - x: is in k, and hence both are 
transcendental over R. Extending (a+ and { 1 - X} to transcendence bases for 
F/k, we obtain, since F is algebraically closed, an automorphism 4: F + F 
taking x to 1 - m. Let D, = $(DJ. If, for some i < n, Di and D, were not 
independent, their common prime ideal would contain both x and 1 - X, 
a contradiction, 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let F be the field of quotients of the ring of all formal 
power series C c,x”, where c, E @ and 01 ranges over some well-ordered set of 
nonnegative rational numbers. By [19, pp. 23, 511, all hypotheses of 4.3 are 
satisfied. Let R, = D, n ... n D,,, . Then by [20, Theorem 1071 R, is an 
h-local Bezout domain with 12 maximal ideals, and all localizations of R, are 
maximal valuation rings. Thus there are non-noetherian FGCF-domains 
with any finite number of maximal ideals. 
The next example provides still another type of indecomposable FGCF- 
ring. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let R = R, be as in (4.3) and assume n > 1. Choose 
a maximal ideal J&’ of R and set P = F/Rug . Now form the ring S = P @ R 
as in (3.13). Since S is arithmetical and semilocal, it is Bezout [lo]. Also, 
every localization of S is a maximal valuation ring. For, if J+‘” is a maximal 
ideal of R distinct from ,K, then Sd+rG,p z Rdfr . To see that S-&E,,, is maximal, 
let x’ = s,(mod A,), a: ~1, be a pairwise solvable system of congruences in 
S UJIE,p . Since SdaP g P @ Rlt (with the usual multiplication) the system 
is clearly solvable if each A, contains P. In the other case, we can assume that 
each _Lza is contained in P and discard the remaining -4,. Since SJjlGp is 
a split extension of P by Re,fl , we can assume the .ra belong to P. The 
solvability of the system now follows from the maximality of R.,{[ . 
Sylvia Wiegand has pointed out to us that maximal valuation domains 
with non-noetherian prime spectrum can be constructed (see, for example, 
Schilling [19, pp. 23, 511). Th’ is shows, incidentally, that an FGCF-ring 
need not have noetherian prince spectrum. 
5. THE SPECTRUM OF FGC-RINGS 
In [7], Pierce defines a point x in a topological space to be an n-point, 
provided x is in the closure of each of n pairwise disjoint open sets. He shows 
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how to build a two-generator module that is r-rot a direct sum of cyc!ic 
modules, provided R is a regular ring and spec(R) has a I&point. In order to 
make this construction work for more general commutative rings, we have 
to work with two different topologies on spec(R)-the usual Zariski topology, 
and the (stronger) patch topology [21], which has an open base consisting 
of ail sets of the form D(a) n I~(&) n ... n tY(b,), where a: & E -2. It is 
known i21] that spec(R) is compact, Hausdorff, and totally discoxected, 
in the patch topology. 
If -4 is an arbitrary subset of spec(R), we denote by & the closure of A in 
the patch topology. With this one exception, all topological notions occurring 
in this section refer to the Zariski topology. 
%EOREM 5.1. Suppose spec(R) contains tk?‘ee p&wise disjoint opeaz sets 
C’, ) CT:, us ) such that Calve n C:,p n Lr3p f S. Then. -R has n izr~o-gelzeratov 
module that is not a direct sum of cyclic modules. 
PTOO$. Choose ideals .& such that tTi = D(.$), and set 
T = {(a1 + a3 ) a2 + as) E R 8 R / n; E Aj]. 
We will prove that A4 = (R @ R)/T . IS not a direct sum of cyeiic modu!es. 
(The underlying idea of the proof is the same as in the regular case [7, 
Sections 17, 20], but the details are somewhat different.) For each x E spec(RP 
let R(x) = R,jxR, and let M(x) be the R(x)-vector space M,/xAf, ~ If 
7 E Ii and ~2 E AT, let r(x) and BZ(X) denote their images in X(x) and N(x), 
respectivei!-. 
Fix, once and for all, a point z E GT,” n CT,” n C,p, and observe that 
G 3 d, + Aa t A, . Let CY, /x3 E 44 be the images of the elements (1~ G)! 
(0, 1) E R 0 R. For i = !,2, 3, let Et be the subspace of M(Z) spanned by 
all elements VZ(Z), where m E A9 and m(r) = G fcr all s E Ci . Then in fact 
Ei = (m(z)/s(z) 1 m E M, s E R - z and 777(s) = 0 for a41 I: E Uj>‘ (If R is 
regular, ITi is precisely the set E(x, rr,) of (7, 17.11.) We will show that the 
sets ITi are all distinct one-dimensional subspaces of M(z). The key step is 
the following observation. 
fR?Of. It is easy to see that there are elements 21~’ E dP and s E R - zi 
such that SWE - ~11 E ~$1 and m’(x) = G for atil x E CT; I Write SIB = 
nz’ + CZN + b/3, with a, b E z, and let N = D(s) ,Q ‘I(a) n F(b). Since 
x E CaTi” n N, there is a point x E N CT zii ~ Then s(x) PTZ(X) = m‘(x) I 
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a(~) 01(x) + b(m) /3(x) = 0; since S(X) # 0, m(x) = 0, and the desired 
conclusion follows easily. 
The next step in the proof is to verify the following data: U(Z) E El , 
p(z) $ El , a(x) $ E2 , P(Z) E E2 , (CX + P)(Z) E ES, LX(X) 6 ES . We will check 
the first and last assertions, the remaining verifications being very similar. 
Let x be an arbitrary element of Ui = D(A,), and choose a E A, - X. Then 
aa = (u + 0, 0 + 0) + T = 0, so a(x) a(x) = 0. But U(X) # 0, so c+) = 0, 
that is, a(a) E El . Next, suppose a(a) E ES . By (5.2), there exist x E Us and 
t E R - x such that ta E ~41, say tol = aa + b/3, with a, b E x. Then 
(t - a, -b) E T, say (t - a, -b) = (a, + as, us + a,), with ai E Ai. 
Comparing coordinates and subtracting the resulting equations, we obtain 
t - a + b = a, - a,, so that t E -ql + A, + x. But x # Ui u U, , so 
A, + A, _C X. Therefore t E s, a contradiction. 
It follows immediately from these data that El , E2 , and ES are three 
distinct one-dimensional subspaces of the two-dimensional vector space 
Al(z). Suppose, now, that M = Rm, @ ... @ Rmz, . Then 
M(z) = R(z) m,(a) @ ... @R(z) m,(z), 
so by renumbering we may assume {ml(z), m.2(z)} is a basis for AT(z). We will 
show that each Ei contains either mr(x) or m,(z), an obvious contradiction. 
Fix i, and choose a generator of Ei of the form m(z), where m E 111 and 
m(x) = 0 for all x E Ui . Write m = ~,m, + ... + ~lG~~z~ , yj E R, and let .X 
be an arbitrary element of rlri . Then for each j we have (I.~vz~)(K) = 0, that 
is, ~.~(a) lfzj(a) E Ei . But rr(.a) and ra(z) cannot both be 0, so either m,(x) E Ei 
or ma(z) E Ei . Q.E.D. 
COROLL~Y 5.3. Suppose spec(R) contaim a subset E’ with tRlee pairwise 
&j&t, relatively open subsets r/t; , lV2 , I+\ such that 
TIzen R has a two-generatoy module that is not a direct sum of cyclics. 
Proof. Write I& = Ui n I;, where each Vi is open in spec(R). The sets 
Ui n Y- are pairwise disjoint, but their patch closures intersect. It follows 
from (5.1) that R/ n Y has a two-generator module that is not a direct sum 
of cyclics; hence so does R. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
The confusion caused by working with two different topologies can be 
avoided by working with the minimal primes of R. More generally, we will 
consider the set min Y of minimal elements of Y, where Y is a subset of 
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spec(R). The set I- is said to be a patch (respectiveiy, a t&n patch) provided 
I’ = YP (respectively, Y = (min k’)~). The folkwing important property 
of patches appears as a corollary to Theorem 1 of [21]. 
~EainrA 6.1. If Y is a patch and s E spec(R), tileiz .z E I-- iif and onJ$ Gf s 
contains a mevrber of I’. 
LENIIWI 6.2. If I; is a patch, the Zariski and patch topologies oiz spec(R) 
Zn&ce tile same topologJl on min Y. 
Proof. Let y E min I-. It will suffice to show that every patch neighbor- 
hood of y of the form V(a) n (min Y) contains a Zariski neighborhood of y 
in min T;. Form the multiplicative set S = (&I 1 n > 0 and b t R - y>? 
and let I = (J I-. If I n S = D , choose a prime s such that I C IL’ L R - S. 
Then x C y, and since x E I’- it follows from (6.1) that s = 1’. But tixn 
a E x n S, a contradiction. Thus S n I + E, say a% E I, with b $ y. ‘Tlxrr 
D(a) n D(b) n Y C D(a”b) n k- = 2;) and we have F E D(bj ,P E’ C V(a) n I-. 
Q.E.D. 
LEiUxL% 6.1. Let IT c spec(R). T/Zen Y is a thin patch <f and om’y if there 
is a Zariski Ased set Z and a set E _C min Z such L’lzat I’ = ED, tizat is, iJc& 
od\~ if Es is the patch closure of some set of primes minimal over ail2 ideal ef R. < .s 
Proof. If Y is a thin patch, let Z = I’- and E = min ‘b-, and apply (6.1). 
The converse is straightforward. 
By a slight abuse of language, we say that a patch E’ ccjniaiw a I?-point 
provided there are sets WI , IV2 , W, , open in the patch topology on spec(R), 
such that the sets rTi = H;i n I7 are pairwise disjoint, but 
THEOREM 5.4. If R has FGC, then no thin patch ix sFec(R) cwtains LZ 
3-point. 
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that I’ is a thin patch containing a 
3-point. Choose sets Wi , open in the patch topology on spec(R), such that 
the sets ii-, = W< n Y are pairwise disjoint but there is a point y E 1,;” c 
17?j’ n Z’sfl. By (6.2) there are Zariski open sets ZTI such that Ui ,? (min I’j = 
IVI n (min I’), Z = 1, 2, 3. The sets L:, n Y are pairwise disjoint, and 
-V E (Ci (7 Y)” for each i. By (5.3), R is not an FGC-ring. 
ConoLLhw 6.5. <f R has FGC then eaery conzpact s&set 01’ minspec(Rj 
is jiizite, 
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Proof. If 2 is an infinite compact subset of minspec(R), then 2 is an 
infinite Boolean space. By [7, 21.51, Z contains a patch Y that contains a 
3-point. Clearly, Y is a thin patch, contradicting (6.4). 
COROLLARY 6.6. If R has FGC, then eoerly jirst countable poirlt of 
minspec(R) is isolated. 
Proof. Let x be such a point and suppose x has a strictly decreasing 
neighborhood system Ni , hr2 ,... . Select xi E Ni - N,+, , i = 1, 2 ,... and 
obtain that {x> U (xi / i = 1,2,...} is a compact subset of minspec(R), 
therefore finite, a contradiction. 
Pierce’s lemma [7, 21.51 depends on the existence of a 3-point in the space 
,&! - N, where /3JW is the Tech compactification of the discrete space of 
natural numbers, and this was originally proved using the continuum 
hypothesis. In 1968, however, N. Hindman [22] showed, without using the 
continuum hypothesis, that pk! - N has a point in the closure of each of c 
pairwise disjoint open sets. Thus (6.5) and (6.6), as well as (2.4) and (2.5), 
are valid without the continuum hypothesis. 
COROLLARY 6.7. If R has FGC, then the cardinality of every infinite 
thin patch is at least 2”. 
Proof. This may be deduced from (6.4) and the proofs of Pierce’s 
lemmas 21.4 and 21.5, but we sketch a proof for the convenience of the reader. 
Let Y be an infinite thin patch and let E = min Y. Since E is an infinite 
Hausdorff space with a basis of clopen sets, there is an infinite family 
(CT n : n E JV} of pairwise disjoint, nonempty, clopen subsets of E. Choose 
~1,~ E Un and let U = { 31.~ : 11 E lV>. Then U is an open discrete subset of 
Cm, and the latter is a thin patch contained in 1’. The map n + yn induces a 
continuous map 4: /3FV -+ Up. We will show that 4 is at most two-to-one, 
thus establishing that 1 Y / 3 1 /?JV / = 2”. Suppose, to the contrary, that 
/?N has three distinct points ai such that 4(q) = z E W’, i = 1, 2, 3. Let 
J/i be pairwise disjoint open subsets of /3N such that ai E Vi , and let 
JVi = +( Vi n N) _C U. Then the sets Jyi are pairwise disjoint open subsets 
of UP, and x E Wip for each i, contradicting (6.4). 
Combining (2.2), (6.3), and (6.7), we have the following observation. 
COROLLARY 6.8. Let R be an FGC-ring and suppose that j spec(R)I < 2”. 
Then m-spec(R) is a noetherian space. 
An interesting outcome of the preceding corollary is a complete classi- 
fication of the countable FGC-rings. 
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THEOREM 6.9. Let R be anFGC-ring such that I R 1 < c and i spec(Rj < 
2’ (for exznqde a countable FGC-ring). Thea R is a principal’ ideal ring. 
Prooj. Each localization RWA of R at a maxima! ideal ,,H is an almost 
maximal valuation ring with cardinality less than c. We cj.aim that R., is 
noetherian. For otherwise R.,,/ has a proper homomorphic image S which is 
not noetherian. But then S is a maximal valuation ring with cardinality less 
than c. n’e now follow the argument of Corollary 3.6 of :23]. Let A1 : A, ~.~_ 
be a strictly decreasing sequence of ideals of S (which is surely nos artinianj, 
and pick elements a, E --lj - A-i , i = 1, 2,... . The system of congruences 
.y G 6, T .‘- - b,-, (mod -d,), n = 2, 3, . . . . where each 0, is ci or 0, is 
pairwise solvable. Hence the system has a solution in 5’. Distinct choices of 
the bi give rise to distinct solutions, so S has cardinality at least c, a contra- 
diction. Therefore R./l is noetherian and consequently a local principai 
ideal ring. It follows that R has Rrul! dimension at most 1. 
To see that A itself is noetherian, we note that m-spec(R) is noetherian 
by (6.8). Therefore R is a finite direct product of rings with unique minimal 
primes by (2.1) and (2.2). So the problem is reduced to the situation in which 
R has a unique minimal prime P. There are two cases to consider, 
e ,zse I. P f 0. In this case we claim that ’ 
. 
P is a maximal ideal. For 
otherwise there exists a maximal ideal A of R such that 0 + PW, C A+‘R~~ ?
which is impossible, since R.,,( is a principai ideal ring. Therefore R is itself 
a local ring and hence a principal ideal ring by the first paragraph. 
Case 2. P = 0. In this case suppose that A is a nonzero ideal of R. 
Then R:‘d has Krull dimension 0, so every maximal ideal containing -4 is 
minimal over A. .4gain, (2.2) and (2.1) yield that R/d is a finite direct product 
of rings with unique prime ideal. Ilv Case 1, each such ring is a printipa! 
ideal ring (possiblv a field), so R/A is noetherian. Therefore R is noetherisn. 
Q.E.D. 
7. SOME OPEN QUESTIOYS 
A number of questions about FGC-rings remain open. The most salient 
of these, perhaps, is the following: (1) Does every FGC ring have CF? In 
particular, (2) Does every FGC-ring have noetherian maximal spectrum ? 
Even this question is probably hard, and we propose the following two 
special cases as a “testing ground” for (2): (3) If R has FGC, can minspec(Rj 
be an infinite discrete space? (4) C an an FCC-ring have infinitely manv 
idempotents ! 
Sylvia Wegand has recently proved that every semilocal FGC-ring is 
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h-local. Thus an answer to (2) would settle question (I), at least for semiprime 
rings. 
Finally, let R be a ?-ring with minimal prime P, and let D = R/P. Is R 
isomorphic to the ring D 0 P, with multiplication defined as in 3.13 ? If so, 
this would put the finishing touch on the structure theory of CF- and 
FGCF-rings. 
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